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If you drive a gas guzzler you have undoubtedly noticed the rapid increase in gas prices.
And if you’re like me, you dread going out of your way to get to the gas station to fill up.
Safety Page………....4 But it doesn’t have to be this way! We could be plugging in at home or at work and not
making any expensive pit stops along the way. Next time you are in the market for a car,
you should strongly consider your electric options. You don’t have to be an avid
environmentalist to get an EV, you just need to like the idea of saving money (& who doesn’t??). Yes, EVs are pricier up
front, but don’t let the high sticker price discourage you—when compared to an internal combustion engine the costs are
a wash after less than 3 years of ownership, and then the real savings begin.

Announcements..2 & 3

The table below is a price comparison between an electric vehicle and its gas fueled counterpart over a 3 year period at
15,000 miles per year. By these calculations the gas-powered Mini is already $1,074.61 more expensive to own and
operate over the first 3 years than its electric counterpart. After the three year mark the gap will continue to grow in favor
of the electric vehicle whose engine is significantly cheaper to maintain (no oil to change, no engine to manage, and
fewer parts to wear down). The cost of gas is over triple that of energy and if you are able to charge somewhere for free,
like you can here at Hydraflow, your savings will be even more significant. Add the fact that our chargers use renewable
energy and you are doing the planet a big favor in the process.
Mini Cooper Hardtop

Mini Electric

Purchase price

$24,250.00
$30,750.00
Maintenance costs per mile/over 45,000 miles $0.0853 per mile/ $3,839 $0.066 per mile/ $2,970
Energy/Gas usage
3.2-gal/100 miles
31-kWh/100 miles
Energy/Gas cost 45,000 miles
$1,788.39
* average kW rate $0.1282/kW / $4 per gallon $5,760
Depreciation over 3 years
Three-year ownership cost

$8,887.00
$42,736

$13,653.00
$49,161.39

Federal tax credit

$0.00

$7,500.00

Total cost over 3 years

$42,736.00

$41,661.39

In addition to saving on gas money and detours, a $7,500 federal tax credit is available for most electric makes and
models. Some states and counties offer additional EV incentives. Unfortunately, some manufacturers have already
reached their 200,000 vehicle cap (with no increase in sight) so not all electric vehicles are eligible for these types of
incentives. As other automakers reach their caps, they will no longer be able to offer these credits to buyers, so if you
are thinking about making the switch, now is the opportune time!
When you combine the cost savings, convenience and environmental benefits of owning an electric vehicle, purchasing
one is a no brainer! Hydraflow has a total of 22 charging stations with 16 employees currently registered to use them
and hopefully more to come. Charging your EV at Hydraflow is EASY & FREE!
If you end up making the switch make sure to inform HR so they can get you registered and set up to charge!

1881 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton, CA 92833

Ph. 714-773-2600

Fax. 714-773-6351

COVID-19 Vaccine Reminder
Hydraflow will be holding a raffle on October 1, 2021 for all fully vaccinated employees. Raffle prizes will include big
screen TVs, iPads, Apple watches, gift cards, game consoles, wireless headphones, and much more!

In addition to the raffle, Hydraflow employees who show proof of their full vaccination to Human Resources will receive
a $100 Visa gift card. Please note that this incentive program will end on September 30th 2021.

We encourage anyone who has not received their vaccination to do so. This website will locate vaccines and schedule
convenient appointment times: https://www.vaccines.gov/search/
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Why Accidents Happen and How to Avoid Them
By: ICW
What’s at Stake?
Accidents may seem like a word used only in safety briefings until one occurs. When it does happen, it comes
along with reeling effects: injuries, death, court prosecutions, loss of property, damage to company reputation
and the environment. The resultant slowdown in business and work activities further drives down income.
However, the immediate and remote causes of workplace accidents can almost always be traced to unsafe acts
and unsafe conditions.
What’s the Danger?
Unsafe acts are human-related actions that threaten the health and safety of workers. Examples of unsafe acts:
 Taking shortcuts which involve by-passing safety instructions and procedures that are meant to protect
workers from harm.
 Inadequate training. Imagine driving a car on a freeway, after a few informal lessons, without learning the
traffic laws and undergoing a driving test. Wouldn’t your inability to understand traffic laws and your lack of
driver training increase the chances of an accident occurring? Lack of training makes it much more likely you
will be in an accident at work too!
 Using damaged or faulty work tools and equipment is an unsafe act and a big safety hazard.
 Engaging in horseplay during work activities reduces your concentration and makes it harder to observe
safety rules. It also makes it difficult to get a full description of an accident and might affect your right to a
compensation or health insurance.
 Abusing drugs or working under the influence of drugs and alcohol limits mental focus, slows your reaction
time, affects balance and coordination. These factors make you a hazard to yourself and your co-workers.
How to Protect Yourself
 Obey all safety rules (including the use of PPE); they are for your protection.
 Only carry out tasks you are trained for; especially tasks requiring special skills.
 Never mix work with play, it is harmful in more ways than one.
 Always inspect your work tools/equipment in order to
Maribel Quintero won this
detect damages and report them.
Quarter’s $100 Safety Lotto!
 Do not abuse drugs and never work under the influence of
drugs or alcohol.
 Take a permitted break from work whenever you are
mentally stressed out.
 Maintain good housekeeping before, during and after work.
 Ensure proper understanding by asking questions and
repeating during communication.
 Always inspect the work environment for strange changes
before any activity.
Final Word
Accidents are caused by our actions and inactions; the most
important step towards avoiding them is identifying and
addressing their causes. Report unsafe acts and conditions as
soon as you see them and don’t engage in unsafe acts.

